
CONDUCT A SWOT ANALYSIS OF A SAMPLE BUSINESS PLAN

For startups, a SWOT analysis is part of the business planning process. It'll help codify a strategy so that you start off on
the right foot and know.

A loyalty program for repeat customers could be developed. You could use SWOT analyses to evaluate the
potential strengths and weaknesses of a forthcoming advertising campaign, a planned content project, or even
whether your company should be represented at a trade show or industry event. Learn details about social
media advertising, and start regular advertising campaigns. Even if you have an iron-clad advantage over
every other business in your industry, failing to devote sufficient time, money, or personnel resources in
maintaining that advantage may result in you missing out on these opportunities over time. Because UPer
Crust Pies wants to implement such a specific marketing strategyâ€”targeting working families by
emphasizing that their dinner option is both healthy and convenientâ€”the company should develop a
marketing plan. What do you want to accomplish in each calendar quarter or month moving forward? Building
and learning how to manage a basic website could be a huge marketing asset for Sedibeng. Strengths These
are positive, internal factors that affect how your business performs. With your action list in hand, look at your
company calendar and start placing goals or milestones on it. By investing time upfront to understand their
strengths and weaknesses, the caterers increased their chances of success. Threats The final element of a
SWOT analysis is Threats â€” everything that poses a risk to either your company itself or its likelihood of
success or growth. Scout out some possible new business locations. Because dogs are so popular, might be
helpful to tweet as a dog, e. Has there been recent market growth or have there been other changes in the
market the create an opportunity? What do our customers like about our business? Are there upcoming
changes to regulations that might impact your company positively? SWOT analyses can be applied to an entire
company or organization, or individual projects within a single department. What do you do well? Now work
on narrowing down those lists so they will fit on a single page, arranged in a 2 x 2 SWOT matrix example
below. See if kennel clubs, rescue societies, etc. Image via Dr. Use this free PDF to future-proof your business
by identifying your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Threats These are external factors that
could affect your business in a negative way. Gather people from different parts of your company and make
sure that you have representatives from every part. Use the method that makes it easiest for you to organize
and understand the results. Also, keep in mind that different factors can work together to balance each other
out. Are there gaps on your team? Step 5: Create strategies For each of the items on your final list, create a
strategy to exploit the advantages and opportunities, and to deal with the weaknesses and threats. Haley can
also teach herself by exploring free online marketing resources on Etsy , Bplans , and elsewhere. Go ahead and
download our free template if you just want to dive right in and get started. Opportunities external, positive
factors Opportunities are external attractive factors that represent reasons your business is likely to prosper.
Strengths and weaknesses are internal to your companyâ€”things that you have some control over and can
change. Do you have strong research and development capabilities? Opportunities: For this quadrant, think
about the external conditions that will help you achieve your objective. These questions can help explain each
section and spark creative thinking. Decide on referral discount and customer loyalty schemes and notify
existing customers. Start your free day trial of Shopify today. This family-owned farm has been in existence
for two years, initially operating as a hobby for the ownersâ€”who have training in plant biologyâ€”rather than
as a profit-producing business. You have no control over these, but you may benefit by having contingency
plans to address them if they should occur.


